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Résumé

Nowadays, the amount and diversity of data collected or observed in different fields of
science grows exponentially; for this reason, some organizations ask for efficient promoting
strategies, methodologies, tools, models to among others, integrate, analyze, visualize, ex-
plore, correlate and predict data. Specialized business intelligence and business analytics
solutions become a necessity for modern organizations. Moreover, this kind of solutions
needs to integrate efficient prediction and even recommendation capabilities, in order to
satisfy the requirements of organizations of the future. These capabilities can be easily in-
tegrated within autonomic systems. Autonomous properties embedded in software solutions
catch attention due to the spread of new technologies, which in turn allow the computers to
have a variety of capabilities. Such autonomous properties can be guaranteeing by efficiently
management and process internal and external data. Autonomic computing can offer au-
tonomous solutions which are able to change, adapt and manage themselves automatically.
Such activities can be performed based on previous observation or learning from the context
where the autonomic system is deployed. Moreover, Machine Learning (ML) emerges as a
set of algorithms that allow creating models based on past experiences. Somehow, the ML
approach provide learning mechanisms, that integrated with autonomic computing, will offer
a smart solution when dealing with business intelligence and business analytics. This sem-
inar aims at defining some strategies to perform BI/BA processes over a cloud computing
platform, and at the same time completing the solution with autonomous procedures and
ML. Particularly, it will be established how to automatically learn from data using ML and
autonomic computing; additionally, the case study is to set these solutions over an autonomic
QoS network management system.
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